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Surgical Sciences, Biomedical Imaging, and Bioengineering (SBIB) IRG
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
October 2019 Council Round

Notice of NIH Policy to All Applicants: Meeting rosters are provided for information purposes only. Applicant investigators and institutional officials must not communicate directly with study section members about an application before or after the review. Failure to observe this policy will create a serious breach of integrity in the peer review process, and may lead to actions outlined in NOT-OD-14-073 and NOT-OD-15-106, including removal of the application from immediate review.

THE ROSTER INCLUDES MEMBERS FROM MULTIPLE CSR SPECIAL EMPHASIS PANELS OF THIS IRG:

CHAIRPERSONS

KIM, DANIEL, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO, IL 60611

MALLOY, CRAIG R, MD
PROFESSOR AND RICHARD LANGE CHAIR IN CARDIOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL CENTER
DALLAS, TX 75390

WOODARD, PAMELA K, MD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENTS OF RADIOLOGY AND BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
MALLINCKRODT INSTITUTE OF RADIOLOGY
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63110

CAVUSOGLU, M. CENK, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
CLEVELAND, OH 44106

CHEN, YU, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
FISCHELL DEPARTMENT OF BIOENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20742

CONSTABLE, R TODD, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY AND NEUROSURGERY
YALE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06520

CRESSMAN, ERIK N, MD, PHD
DIRECTOR
DUNN CENTER FOR RADIOLOGIC SCIENCES
DEPARTMENT OF INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS MD ANDERSON CANCER CENTER
HOUSTON, TX 77030

DAYTON, PAUL A, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599

DIBELLA, EDWARD VR, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84108

MEMBERS

ALGER, JEFFRY R, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES, CA 90095

BARTON, JENNIFER KEHLET, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, AZ 85721
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FEI, BAOWEI, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS
RICHARDSON, TX 75035

GIBBS, SUMMER LYNN, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
CENTER FOR HEALTH AND HEALING
OREGON HEALTH AND SCIENCE UNIVERSITY
PORTLAND, OR 97239

GRAVEKAMP, CLAUDIA, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
BRONX, NY 10461

HOFFMAN, ERIC ALFRED, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
IOWA, IA 52242

IOSIF, ANA-MARIA, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
PUBLIC HEALTH SCIENCES
DIVISION OF BIOSTATISTICS
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA DAVIS
SACRAMENTO, CA 95817

JIANG, XIANING, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
RALEIGH, NC 27695

KESHARI, KAYVAN R, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MEMORIAL SLOAN KETTERING CANCER CENTER
NEW YORK, NY 10065

KILBOURN, MICHAEL R, PHD
PROFESSOR EMERITUS
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN MEDICAL SCHOOL
ANN ARBOR, MI 48109

KING, MICHAEL R, PHD
J. LAWRENCE WILSON PROFESSOR OF ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
NASHVILLE, TN 37235

KLIBANOV, ALEXANDER L, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22908

LIU, GUANSHU, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
F.M. KIRBY CENTER
KENNEDY KRIEGER INSTITUTE
BALTIMORE, MD 21205

LU, ZHENG-RONG, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
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MANI, VENKATESH, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
NEW YORK, NY 10029

MENDA, YUSUF, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
IOWA CITY, IA 52242

MENG, ELLIS, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENTS OF BIOMEDICAL
AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES, CA 90089

MIYAOKA, ROBERT S, PHD
RESEARCH PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, WA 98195

MOERLEIN, STEPHEN, PHMD, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
MALLINCKRODT INSTITUTE OF RADIOLOGY
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
ST. LOUIS, MO 63110

NIMMAGADDA, SRIDHAR, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY & RADILOGICAL SCIENCE,
ONCOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
DIVISION OF CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
BALTIMORE, MD 21287

ORALKAN, OMER, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
RALEIGH, NC 27695

PANDEY, ADITYA S, MD
SURGICAL DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROSURGERY
MICHIGAN MEDICINE NEUROSURGERY CLINIC
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR, MI 48109

RESNIK, LINDA J, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES POLICY AND PRACTICE
BROWN UNIVERSITY
PROVIDENCE, RI 02906

SCOTT, MELANIE J, MD, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
PITTSBURGH, PA 15213

SIKORSKII, ALLA, PHD
PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
EAST LANSING, MI 48824

SRINIVASAN, VIVEK JAY, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS
DAVIS, CA 95616
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VINOGRAVOD, ELENA, PHD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY AND
ADVANCED IMAGING RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL CENTER
DALLAS, TX 75390

WIEBEN, OLIVER, PHD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENTS OF MEDICAL PHYSICS AND RADIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
MADISON, WI 53705

YUH, ESTHER LIM, PHD, MD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY AND BIOMEDICAL IMAGING
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94143

BLANC, ASHLEY V
EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT ASSISTANT
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

JAIN, ADITI, MPH
EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT ASSISTANT
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

STANSBURY, JACQUELINE M
LEAD EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT ASSISTANT
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

Consultants are required to absent themselves from the room during the review of any application if their presence would constitute or appear to constitute a conflict of interest.

SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OFFICERS
HANCU, ILEANA, PHD
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OFFICER
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

LIU, SONGTAO, MD
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OFFICER
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

XU, GUO FENG, PHD
SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OFFICER
CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC REVIEW
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MD 20892

EXTRAMURAL SUPPORT ASSISTANTS
Committee Management
AGGREGATE SEP ROSTER
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